FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $49*

LOW PRICES EVERYDAY

Evakool

40L Drawer Fridge Freezer
$799.00

Details

Specifications

If you've got limited space in the back of your 4WD for your
gear, then the DC40-DRW 40 from Evakool is here to make
transporting cool food and bevvies easy as on your
weekends away.

Snowys Code:

138941

Supplier Code:

DC40-DRW

External Dimensions:

83D x 59W x 32.5H cm

The compact and efficient drawer system means you don't
need a fridge slide, and there's plenty of room, in fact, you
can hold 48 cans in this bad boy. With two speed setting with
turbo performance, this rugged unit will work efficiently to chill
your supplies.

Packed Dimensions:

83D x 59W x 32.5H cm

Internal Dimensions:

53D x 44W x 16H cm

Insulation Thickness:

4 cm

Cable Length:

Approx. 40cm (requires wiring)

Capacity:

40L

The silent, reliable and efficient compressor offers low
voltage protection and comes with easy to use digital
controls. Whether you're going out for a day at the beach,
road tripping with friends, or camping away with the family the Evakool DC40-DRW 40 will reliably keep your food and
drinks nice and cool.
Tough enough to handle anything road can throw at it, the
Evakool DC40-DRW 40 is perfect for campers and
adventurers who are limited on space.
Rugged fully insulated metal cabinet
Silent and reliable compressor
Low voltage protection
40L capacity
Holds up to 48 cans
12V and 24V voltage system
Easy to read LED display
Two speed setting with turbo performance
Includes bracket to secure to flat surface

Approx. Drink Capacity: 48 cans
Material:

Powder Coated Metal Cabinet

Insulation:

Refrigeration Grade PU Foam

Input Power:

12V / 24V

Power Consumption:

Eco 1.0-1.5 A/h, 5&#176;C interior,
32&#176;C ambient | Turbo 2.0-2.5
A/h -16&#176;C interior, 32&#176;C
ambient

Compressor:

Evakool CK25

Temperature Range:

-16&#176;C to 10&#176;C

Weight:

35 Kg

Warranty:

2 Year Nationwide

Have a question about this product?
1300 914 007

service@snowys.com.au

Snowys Outdoors

Changed your mind?
For all information on how to return an item, visit www.snowys.com.au/returns
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